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WELCOME
The prestigious Unlocking Ambition (UA) Programme is
Scotland’s flagship entrepreneurial development programme,
initiated by the First Minister for Scotland and delivered by
Scottish Enterprise. UA supports highly ambitious entrepreneurs
from across Scotland, chosen for their individual potential, the
quality of their ideas and the contribution they can make to the
environment, the economy and wider society.
Unlocking Ambition brings together
founders from all across Scotland
who have a passion to scale
sustainable companies, create good
jobs and make a positive difference
to society both here in Scotland and
globally.
Now in its fourth year, Unlocking
Ambition works with a wide range
of partners to support Scotland's
entrepreneurial talent, drawing on
expertise from around the world
including the GlobalScot network.
By building a dynamic peer
community, Scotland has the
opportunity to unlock potential and
continue to make its mark on the
global economy.
In uniquely challenging times for
people, places and planet,
Unlocking Ambition has worked
intensively with over 140 individual
entrepreneurial leaders from more
than 100 companies.

The Programme provides a worldclass entrepreneurial leadership
course, wrap-around business
advice and support from Scottish
Enterprise and our partners.
As part of the learning experience,
topics include; resilience,
leadership, innovation and
internationalisation. Learning
missions to London, Boston and
Silicon Valley [pre-pandemic] have
further added to the opportunity for
the companies to stretch their
ambition - and their networks.
So far, these companies have gone
on to unlock more than £45M of
investment to help them scale.
This is a testament to the
outstanding efforts of the founders
and their companies - and the
vibrant ecosystem of support that is
fully committed to helping them
succeed.
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COMPANIES

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

1NHALER

Patented drug delivery platform for more
sustainable medicine delivery use worldwide.

8 DOORS
DISTILLERY

Craft micro-distillery and visitor centre based in
John O’Groats producing premium Whisky.

ACU-FLOW

Developing the next generation of nebulisers,
enabling delivery of life-changing treatments.

AGRICARBON

Ground-breaking technology for measuring soil
carbon stocks in agriculture.

AMOLINGUA

Developing language, cultural and soft skills training
programmes for professionals globally.

APPETITE FOR
BUSINESS

A people-first software consultancy.

AURORA

Circular economy approaches for environmental
restoration.

B-DACS

Installation, repair, servicing and maintaining of air
conditioning and ventilation systems.

BERINGAR

Generating accurate data on occupancy and
environmental quality in commercial premises.

BESPOKE
FABRICS

Sustainable and luxurious textiles creating premium
cashmere and wool by-product.

BETABUGS

Creates and sells high-performance insect genetics
for the insect farming sector.

BIOLIBERTY

Empowering independent life by providing assistive
robotics & rehabilitative technologies.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

BRAIDED
COMMUNICATIONS

Enables effective conversation in explorationclass space flight using 'braiding' technology.

BREWGOODER

Sustainable beer manufacturer using profits to
provide clean drinking water globally.

CARCINOTECH

3D bio-printed mimicked cancer environments
for drug testing & trials.

COCO
CHOCOLATIER

Scottish chocolatier business which has become
a global artisan brand.

COGNIHEALTH

A digital companion for people with dementia
and their carers.

CRACKMAP

Data analysis that saves cost, time and risk
associated with structural health monitoring.

CRAIGMYLE
ESTATES

Eco tourism destination in the Cairngorm forest,
completely off-grid & carbon neutral.

CROVER

Helping grain storage operators maintain the
quality of their stock.

EARTH BLOX
[Quosient]

“LEGO" for Earth observation analytics. An SaaS
tool that empowers EO solutions.

EFFINI

Digital solutions to allow organisations to use
their data to make better decisions.

FLOCO

Comfortable, affordable reusable period pads
donating 10% of revenue.

FODILICIOUS

Low FODMAP, free-from health foods helping
those suffering from IBS & intolerance.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

GECKO GLAZING

Innovative secondary glazing.

GIRAFFE
HEALTHCARE

Delivery and remote monitoring of podiatry
and physiotherapy programmes.

GK-UN (KALIAAER)

Design of performance-enhancing
goalkeeper products.

GREENSKILL
ENVIRONMENTAL

Platform technology to exploit greenhouse
gas emissions & water pollution.

HEARING
DIAGNOSTICS

Develops and commercialises novel hearing
testing technology.

HEY GIRLS

Environmentally friendly buy-one, give-one
social enterprise tackling period poverty.

HINDSIGHT

Sunglasses using lens technology which
allows rear vision for cyclists.

HIPPO & HEDGEHOG

High fibre pre-biotic drink range made from
African superfruits.

ICE & FIRE
DISTILLERY

Distillers of artisan gin and rum planning to
create a zero carbon distillery on site.

INDINATURE

A circular-based insulation manufacturer
using natural, sustainable resources.

INTEBLOC

Intelligent crane and lifting technology
connecting people, equipment and data.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

INTERACTIVE
HEALTH

Digital health solutions to support
occupational and mental health.

JUMP SHIP
BREWING

Award-winning manufacture and sale of a
range of alcohol-free beers.

KINGDOM
TECHNOLOGIES

Design & build of robotic lawnmowers for large
terrains.

KONGLOMERAT
E GAMES

Video gaming developers specialising in
developing healthcare support gaming.

LENZ

Patented product for railway operators
providing wheel-rail data interface.

LIBEREAT

An app to helps those with specialist food
needs navigate options from retailers.

LIND

Low carbon tech converting central heating
systems for energy storage.

LINIAN
SUPPLIES

Patented the fastest, safest and simplest firerated cable clip on the market.

LOCH
ELECTRONICS

Electronics with reduced carbon footprint e.g.
tabletop dishwashers.

MI:RNA

Offers innovative diagnostic testing solutions
to the veterinary market.

MIALGAE

Using distillery co-products as a means to
offset the costs of producing microalgae.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

MONEYMATIX

Helping minority communities lower the
poverty premium with financial education and
fairer products.

MYWAY DIGITAL
HEALTH

A Dundee University spin-out marketing an
online platform to help diabetes patients.

MYGO4WARD

Wearable technology to improve the mobility
and lives of injured patients.

U>P (Unlocking
Potential)

Using people analytics to help organisations
drive change.

NORTH UIST
DISTILLERY

Premium gin and whisky distillery and visitor
centre on the island of North Uist.

NUBIS AVIATION

Aviation training organisation offering bespoke
training packages.

NUDGE

Online talent platform for energy sector
professionals.

OCEAN PLASTIC
POTS

Manufacture of plant pots from waste fishing
gear such as rope & nets.

OGI BIO

Innovative solutions for growing and analysing
bacteria, yeast and algae.

OMANOS
ANALYTICS

Process space data to monitor environmental
and social impacts.

PALAEMON
MARITIME

Marine defence equipment to protect
personnel and goods at sea.

PARAGON
INSPECTIONS

Data driven inspection solutions.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

PHOX WATER

Patented filter which adds electrolytes to
enhance hydration effectiveness.

PILLOW

Online travel & property company.

PRODSIGHT

Customer insight intelligence platform to help
companies make informed decisions.

PURE WATER

Dedicated to generating innovative water
cleaning technologies.

PURPOSE HR

Provider of commercial, pragmatic HR advice
and practical support to SMEs.

PYRAMID WIFI

Empowers anyone, regardless of technical
ability, to protect their privacy online.

QUICKBLOCK

Flat-packed, 100% recycled plastic,
lightweight, modular building system.

RAB
MICROFLUIDICS

Cutting-edge microfluidic technology to solve
oil analysis problems.

REATH

Powers circular economy & reuse systems.

RESHAPE

Data enabling organisations and individuals
to make better decisions.

RETROBLIND

Designs, manufactures and sells innovative
window blinds.

REVIVE ECO

Extracting high value, natural chemicals from
used coffee grounds for reuse.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

SENSECITY

Augmented reality experiences using 3D for
tourism sector.

SHARKTOWER
[PROTEUS]

Software as a service for collaborating on
and managing project delivery.

SHOPLY

Delivery of locally sourced groceries.

SILVIBIO

Seed coatings to increase germination rates
of tree and vegetable seeds.

SISALTECH

Design and supply of sustainable insulation
products.

SKILLFLUENCE

Training in commercialisation & innovation
for scientists & researchers

SOLARISKIT

The world’s first flat-packable solar thermal
collector.

SOLEXSYS

Manufactures domestic energy controls and
unique battery storage equipment.

SOLTROPY

Patented solar thermal heating system to
decarbonise space & water heating.

SONIK POCKET

Educational, interactive money management
platform.

SPACE
INTELIGENCE

Nature-based solutions to climate change by
applying AI to big data from space.

STAGEPORT

Digitised locations including CAD modelling
and virtual tours.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

STUDIO VANS

Installation systems converting standard vans
to campervans for eco-friendly refits.

SUSTAINABLE
THINKING
SCOTLAND

Tackling food poverty, reducing landfill use
and working with communities towards net
zero.

TALKING MEDS

Helping medical and pharmaceutical industries
understand how patients take their medicines.

TCS-ECO

Manufacturing premium quality bespoke
reusable sanitary pads made 100% ethically in
Scotland.

FUTURE FOREST
CO.

Profitable reforestation of land and codeployment of carbon removal technology.

START-UP
DRINKS LAB

A contract bottler and creator of new soft
drinks, ending the problem of small-batch
drinks innovation.

THERMAFY

Dramatically revolutionising the use and
analysis of thermal imaging in real time.

THISTLE
ROCKETRY

Provides more cost-effective dedicated
launches to space for cube satellites.

TINY AIR

Designs and produces technology for
decontaminating surgical instruments.

TOUCHLAB

Uses cutting-edge electronic-skin tech to
transfer the sense of touch to machines.

COMPANY

WHAT WE DO

TWEFDA

Developing and commercialising wave
and tidal energy and storage.

VALLA

Industry award-winning, affordable DIY
legal tools for consumers.

WAIRE HEALTH

Medical grade wearable vital signs
monitors for use post-discharge.

WATERWHELM

Commercialising low-carbon
wastewater treatment.

WENVERTER

Research and development in marine
wave energy.

WHAT'S FRESH

What's Fresh delivers high quality local
produce direct to customers.

WILDERNESS
SCOTLAND

Tour operator specialising in active and
nature based travel.

ZEBRA GROWTH

Media agency creating content for
brands with social purpose.

ZOEX POWER

Enabling net zero goals by harvesting
clean electricity from ocean waves.
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IMPACT

Online spotlight mentoring with Eric McAfee

Programme 2019-20 delivered entirely online
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IMPACT
The latest intake of 30 companies to join the Unlocking
Ambition community [2021-22 cohort] are forecasting
significant economic impacts from their Development
Fund support over the next three years.
Each new job will pay at least the Real Living Wage making a direct and tangible difference to peoples' lives
and our communities - putting fair work at the heart of the
economy.
With each company taking steps to understand and
significantly reduce their carbon footprint whilst creating
innovative products and services that make lives better Unlocking Ambition is prioritising support to companies
able to both scale up and positively impact society and the
environment.
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MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

Here is just a flavour of some of the ways in which the most
recent Unlocking Ambition cohort are:

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

RACHAEL GAVAN &
PAUL EASTO

PAUL BYRNE &
MARK SORSA-LESLIE

Wilderness Scotland

Beringar

Beringar provides the data and
In 2021 we implemented a
insights needed to help
carbon-labelling project that
allows us to measure the carbon accurately assess the true
impact of the entire business, as demand for office space and
helps corporate occupiers to
well as each and every client
properly size their floor space
holiday trip. This data means
requirements. Beringar data
that we can accurately record
our impact as we strive towards helps to reduce wasted energy
the goal of achieving true net
by switching off heating,
zero by the end of 2030. We
cooling, ventilation and lighting
have also created our
of office space that is underConservation Contribution
utilised. Switching equipment
Scheme - a project where we,
off also means that the lifespan
along with our clients,
of machinery needed to run the
contribute to local organisations
building can be extended.
that maintain and preserve the
Taken together, these actions
wild places of Scotland.
will reduce the overall carbon
Wherever possible we partner
intensity of Beringar- managed
with local businesses, meaning
real estate.
that the money spent on our
trips, directly benefits local
communities.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
DR GORDON DRUMMOND
Craigmyle Estates
Cairngorm Bothies is considered to be unique.
An off grid holiday development. A solar farm
powers a low energy electrical circuit, water is
sourced from a subsurface reservoir and
pumped up to the units. Heating, hot water and
cooking are provided through a wood burning
AGA. Wood fuel is sourced from the bi-product
of our forestry activity and has no 'timber miles'.
We employ staff from the local village and pay
more than 2.5 times the national fair wage.

DR LORENZO CONTI & ARTEM
LUKIANOV

Crover
The carbon footprint from cereal storage losses
amounts to 215 million tonnes CO2-equivalent
every year, which is about 6% of global GHG
from food waste. By reducing these losses and
by making energy consumption for cooling and
aeration of grain stores more efficient, Crover's
technology allows grain to be monitored
closely and data used to better manage storage
solutions, reduce spoilage and thereby will
have a positive impact on the environment and
food security.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

ALISON GRAY

ANDREW VINCENT

Skillfluence

QuickBlock

Skillfluence works with
scientists and researchers
to maximise the social and
economic impact of their
research and realise the
value their skills and
expertise could have on
industry and society. Our
training helps them
become more
collaborative,
communicative and
innovative. It gives them
the tools to demonstrate
and share the impact of
their research to increase
the chances of their work
fostering real and long
lasting change for the
world.

Cement accounts for 8% of
the world CO2 emissions
and we offer a cleaner,
easier to use material
without compromising on
durability and strength. At
the end of its useful life,
QUICKBLOCK is
completely recyclable.
Founded on the idea of repurposing waste materials
to create humanitarian
shelter for those in need,
we have an ambitious
vision to empower people
all over the world to build
more sustainably.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

DR JO WATTS &
SAM RHYNAS

Effini
We have delivered projects such as carbon footprint calculators
to enable school children to understand the impact every day
activities can have, and how to measure and use their data to
inform decisions. We've engaged in collaborations to provide AI
solutions to challenges such as water quality - working with
state-of-the-art sensors to capture real time data, enabling quick
and agile response to potential situations. Effini strives to create a
diverse and inclusive environment - for our staff, in what we stand
for and who we choose to work with. We encourage our
employees to contribute to the tech community and our
leadership team demonstrates by example.

DARREN NICOL

Nudge
Nudge believes in using business as a force for
good, which is why we became an accredited B
Corp in 2022. This means having a positive impact
is at the core of what we do, from treating our
team, customers, suppliers and the environment
right. We reduced our carbon footprint where we
could and where we couldn't we offset via our
partnership with fellow B Corp Ecologi which
means we are carbon neutral. We also spend a lot
of time thinking about what role we play in society.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

TYNAH MTEMBE

KATHRINA SKINNER

MoneyMatiX

Waire Health

Low-income households
pay up to £1680 more per
year for essential products
and services than
households with higher
incomes. This results in fuel
poverty, poor health and
increases in personal debt.
MoneyMatiX reduces
barriers that prevent
people from accessing
appropriate goods, services
and guidance. Providing
relevant financial
knowledge and tools that
give diverse communities
access to fairer priced
options.

Waire Health are making
remote patient monitoring
more accessible particularly
in remote, hard to reach
areas. Our devices enable
patients to be discharged
earlier from hospital and
cared for at home with the
reassurance that vital signs
are being monitored by the
clinicians or healthcare
professional appropriate to
their needs. We design and
manufacture locally,
supporting the creation of
jobs within Scotland and the
UK.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

KATE HO &
DANAE SHELL
Valla
Valla is for all the people being
devalued at work because
they’re the wrong age, wrong
colour, or wrong gender and for
everyone who feels
overwhelmed by how
complicated and expensive it
can be to stand up for your
rights at work. Accessing justice
can be expensive and
overwhelming, just at the point
in your life when you most need
things to be simple. Valla's
mission is to break down these
barriers. We aim to reduce the
cost of taking cases to an
Employment Tribunal by 90%.

ROSS NEILSON
What's Fresh
Scottish consumers are
demanding more transparent
supply chains and more locally
sourced produce; something
that supermarkets are not set
up to deliver. According to UN
statistics, a total of one third of
all food that is produced each
year is wasted. Our solution is
to build tight supply-chain
control into daily operations; to
substantially reduce food
waste. Customers only order
what they need, and producers
only produce to fulfil those
orders. We then deliver straight
from producer to consumer;
with minimal transport or
storage required in between.

Unlocking Ambition is a Programme for entrepreneurial founders based
anywhere in Scotland, and from anywhere in the world. The Programme
brings together the support of multiple agencies and organisations
committed to making Scotland an entrepreneurial Nation.

SUPPORTERS
[2021-22]

FOLLOW THE
JOURNEY

www.unlockingambition.scot
unlockingambition@scotent.co.uk
@unlock_ambition
@linkedin.com/unlockingambition

